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Executive Summary
This report examined a pedestrian street initiative in the inner-city Toronto neighbourhood of
Kensington Market, testing whether it addresses the pressing concerns of gentrification for the
residents and businessowners. Kensington Market’s monthly occurring Pedestrian Sundays take
place during the summer season in which the historic store-front streets of the neighbourhood are
closed off from motorists and opened for pedestrian usage. Kensington Market’s community
planning of the Pedestrian Sundays initiative bear the potential to inform wider and institutional
changes to promote pedestrian-inclusive planning in Toronto (McClean and Rahder, 2013).
Recent criticisms have emerged that the initiative may be advancing the neighbourhood’s
gentrification by attracting an urban professional demographic and transforming the event from a
community-oriented event to a primarily tourist attraction (McClean and Rahder, 2013).
Determining the procedural mechanisms of the initiative was crucial to reveal who has the most
to gain from the initiative, who influences it, and whether the initiative is sustainable. The
guiding research question undertaken in the report was to what extent is Kensington Market’s
Pedestrian Sundays’ initiative informed by the concerns and values expressed by local businesses
and residents? The report comprised a synthesis of two main components: first, the process and
policy behind the initiative was examined. Second, the level of the initiative’s incorporation of
local business and residential concerns and advice was assessed using criteria for community
participation. The planning of the initiative showcased a nexus of informal planning practices
(e.g. grassroots public participation) and the more formal, traditional forms of urban planning
(e.g. municipal oversight, public engagement). The stakeholders responsible for planning
Pedestrian Sundays included a combination of long-term residents, local business owners, and
community association representatives. It was found that the initiative originated through local
activists’ efforts in coordination with neighbourhood associations, and eventually co-opted by
Kensington Market’s Business Improvement Association (BIA). The BIA’s establishment of a
Street Events Committee permitted community funding of the event, and surveys and meetings
are held throughout the year to engage community members to discuss matters relating to the
Market, including Pedestrian Sundays.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Problem Statement

Pedestrian streets, or car-free zone initiatives, serve to reclaim public streets from the
automobile-centric planning of the 20th century and encourage pedestrian usage and street
activity. As the planning of pedestrian streets naturally affects the surrounding residents and
businesses, pedestrian initiatives should be examined for their potential effects on urban
environmental sustainability, social issues as they relate to public space and walkability, and
wider transformational concerns of the city such as heritage preservation and urban
intensification. Pedestrian street proponents have touted the benefits of increased social
interaction on the street and the attraction of pedestrians to less car-congested and more convivial
spaces.

1.2 Research Question

This report evaluates a pedestrian street initiative in the inner-city Toronto neighbourhood of
Kensington Market, to assess whether it addresses the pressing concerns of gentrification for the
residents and businessowners. Kensington Market’s Pedestrian Sundays are held on the last
Sunday of the summer months from May to October. During the event the historic storefront
streets of the neighbourhood are closed off from motorists and opened for pedestrian usage.
Recently, criticisms have emerged that the initiative may be advancing the neighbourhood’s
gentrification by attracting an urban professional demographic and transforming the event from a
community-oriented event to a tourist attraction (McClean and Rahder, 2013).
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The guiding research question undertaken in the report is the following: To what degree is
Kensington Market’s Pedestrian Sundays initiative influenced by the concerns and values
expressed by local businesses and residents?

Driving this question is the need to establish a clear overview of the origin and functioning of the
initiative. Determining the procedural mechanisms of the initiative may reveal who has the most
to gain from the initiative, who informs and influences it, and whether the initiative is sustainable
in the long-term. If local stakeholders including long-term residents and local business owners
bear some of the responsibility of organizing Pedestrian Sundays, it is expected that they will
reap some benefits of social and economic capital, and an investment in the public realm. If their
views and concerns for Kensington Market are being ignored or adversely affected by the
initiative, this will lend credence to the criticisms of gentrification ascribed to it.

This report comprises a synthesis of two main components:

1) An examination of the process and policy behind the initiative.
2) An assessment of the level of the initiative’s incorporation of local business and
residential concerns using criteria for community participation.

This report relies primarily on Boehm’s (2005) framework for establishing networked
arrangements in communities, as well as Peterman’s (2000) evaluation criteria for successful
neighbourhood planning. As the initiative has been linked to criticisms of the neighbourhood’s
ongoing gentrification, a more in-depth analysis will highlight the participation, or lack thereof,
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of local businessowners (McClean & Rahder, 2013). Critics of the initiative note the acceleration
of the neighbourhood’s gentrification in recent years, partly due to the lack of consultation with
local businessowners (McClean & Rahder, 2013). Therefore, this report directly addresses the
questions over the level and type of participation by local businesses expressed in the planning of
Pedestrian Sundays.

1.2.1 Scope of Research

Kensington Market is a 13-hectare neighbourhood in Toronto’s East York and is bordered by
College St. on its north side, Spadina Ave. on the east, Bathurst St. to the west and Dundas St.
West to the south (Figure 3.3A). The neighbourhood is one of downtown Toronto’s most
culturally vibrant and well preserved (Shaw, 2005). Kensington Market’s pedestrian-priority (or
car-free) initiative, Pedestrian Sundays in Kensington Market, formally began in 2003 and occurs
on the last Sunday of the months May to October since 2006 (Interview #1). The initiative
presents a potential case of progressive planning policy, and one that is linked to the emergence
of other pedestrian focused projects in global cities such as Utrecht, Copenhagen, Paris, and
Madrid, all of which have generated considerable public and media interest (Nieuwenhuijsen &
Khreis, 2016).

1.2.2 Research Precedents

Selected precedents of neighbourhood planning listed in the planning and policy literature are
cited throughout the report. Key among these is Peterman’s research on revitalized inner-city
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Chicago neighbourhoods, which establishes some key conditions necessary for empowering
communities to sustainable neighbourhood planning (Peterman, 2000). Neighbourhood planning
is defined as being “community based and [involving] the development of plans and programs by
and for community residents themselves” (Peterman, 2000, 22). Neighbourhood planning and
associated initiatives are further characterized as instances wherein the community is the unit of
solution for urban problems, rather than a top-down approach comprised of planning
professionals and municipal bureaucrats (Peterman, 2000). Peterman argues that “locally focused
efforts (…) [promote] self-determination and empowerment of local residents” (Peterman, 2000).
Applying this description, this report considers that Kensington Market’s community planning of
the Pedestrian Sundays’ initiative exists interdependently at the individual and local group levels.

Rubin & Rubin provide a comprehensive analysis of successful neighbourhood organizing, citing
several examples from urban neighbourhoods in the United States (Rubin & Rubin, 2007). For
example, the scholars describe the Neighbourhood Revitalization Program, of Minneapolis,
United States which began in 1992. To stimulate economic growth in lower income
communities, Minneapolis required each neighborhood to establish a non-profit neighborhood
association to act as the representative body for the neighborhood; organizing residents to draft
strategies and a budget to address community problems, and managing funding from the city and
other sources (Rubin & Rubin, 2007). The new associations held control over their strategies and
use of funds, and the city advised them on budgetary matters and provided technical assistance
(Holzer, 2017).
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In conjunction with eventual funding from public officials to assist in the neighbourhood’s own
improvement efforts, several projects were successfully implemented and sustained. This
emphasized the importance of communication and consultation connections between the
organizers and affected stakeholders of neighbourhood projects, such as implementing a regular
pedestrian street initiative.

Grant et al.’s (2011) research also provides a precedent in the research of public consultation in
walkable streets in Ottawa. The researchers identify five dimensions of the socio-political
process relevant to the creation of walkable neighbourhoods: local political context, formal
access channels, mobilizing resources, key actors, and identifying and acting on opportunities
(Grant et al, 2011). Of these dimensions, two areas are relevant to this research: the first is the
mobilization of resources, which is a key dimension for consideration of the funding needed to
maintain the initiative. The second dimension, assessing key socio-political actors in the
neighbourhood, is imperative to reveal the operations of the initiative and level of public
consultation.

1.2.3 Assumptions

One assumption for this research is that the local business owners are also residents of the
Kensington Market neighbourhood. This assumption rests on the strong tradition of small
business ownership in the community and the opposition to gentrification and franchise
development in the neighbourhood, including, most notably, stopping a proposed Walmart
development in 2014 (McBride, 2014). Furthermore, given the relatively recent commencement
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of the Pedestrian Sundays’ initiative, it was assumed that many of the local business owners have
seen some negative and positive consequences of the initiative over the years, including a higher
turnout of pedestrians and increased business. The assumption that business workers and owners
in the Kensington Market also reside in the neighbourhood was tested by directly questioning
neighbourhood association representatives about the matter during the semi-structured
stakeholder interview process. In addition, selected media articles charting the initiative were
reviewed to evaluate local perceptions and responses to the initiative.

A second assumption is that both small business owners of the neighbourhood and residential
stakeholders informed the planning of Pedestrian Sundays. It is sensible that small business
owners hold an advantageous role in the stakeholder engagement process given that they wield
greater power in directing the neighbourhood’s economic development; businesses in
Kensington Market concentrate pedestrian foot traffic as well as motorist activity to the site (e.g.
food and goods deliveries). As the neighbourhood’s small business owners were assumed to be
representative of the local demographic composition, it follows that they would share interests
and aims with other local residents, including providing input to develop Pedestrian Sundays.

1.3 Report Overview

Following this Introduction, this report is organized into three main chapters. Chapter Two
details the research methods, key concepts, and definitions relevant to the case. The importance
of the project as an opportunity for sustained community input and consultation is outlined.
Chapter Three contextualizes the case study of Kensington Market’s Pedestrian Sundays by
6

providing descriptions of the event’s origin, organizers and collaborators. The extent of
Pedestrian Sundays’ collaborative planning practice is analysed using Boehm’s evaluation
criteria to assess the public consultation involved in the coordination of the initiative. In addition,
the chapter connected Peterman’s criteria for successful community planning to identify the
initiative’s successful factors. Chapter Three also delves into the types of community
organizations involved in Pedestrian Sundays and typifies their relationships to one another using
Head’s network of relationships criteria. Lastly, Chapter Four incorporates findings from the
stakeholder interviews and the media analysis to address the transformation of the initiative from
its origin, and postulate on the future of Pedestrian Sundays. Arguments for and against
permanently pedestrianizing Pedestrian Sundays are also reviewed, and recommendations for
improving the collaboration within the Pedestrian Sundays initiative are described, including
applying the information gained from this study to better inform neighbourhood initiatives by
incorporating a plurality of views and responding to concerns of various stakeholders.

7

2. Research Methods

2.1 Methodological Overview
This report’s research method is built on a combination of two main research frameworks by
Boehm and Peterman, and one complementary model by Head.

2.1.1 Boehm’s Model for Business Participation in Community Decision Making

Boehm’s (2005) research on business participation on decision making processes in communities
was applied to the case to analyse the participation of businesses in the functioning of the
Pedestrian Sundays’ initiative. Boehm’s matrix on community decision making processes was
applied to further determine the dimensions of participation in the initiative, including forums of
participation, duration of involvement, and tactics or form of involvement (Boehm, 2005). This
matrix helped to determine the degree of consultation observed in the communications between
the initiative’s organizers and the neighbourhood’s businesses. Boehm’s framework dives into
considerable detail on many facets of business participation that can inform community decision
making processes, making this the methodological base to examine the data generated from
interviews and the media analysis.

2.1.2 Peterman’s and Head’s methods for Successful Community Planning

The second and complementary methodology of the report focuses on the procedural
mechanisms currently in place to maintain the initiative. Peterman’s four criteria for evaluating
8

successful neighbourhood planning were instrumental for examining Kensington Market’s
Pedestrian Sundays, as his research considers community group participation strategies to assess
how associations and local leaders can inform neighbourhood changes (Peterman, 2000). Head’s
networked arrangements is applied to classify the general existing relationships between shop
owners, residents, and the pedestrian street initiative’s organizers. Head classifies the main types
of networked arrangements among community organizations as cooperation, collaboration, and
coordination, with each type being increasingly intensive and consensus oriented (Head, 2007).
Head further breaks down these broad classification of network types by their typical duration,
goals, perspectives, and formality (Head, 2007). Assessing the content of stakeholder
perspectives on the initiative reveals the relationship type of the consultation process in place.

2.2 Research Instruments

This paper relied on stakeholder interviews as the main research instrument. Semi-structured
stakeholder interviews with key organizational informants helped encapsulate some of the
business and residential voices affected by the pedestrian initiative. This consisted of six semistructured stakeholder interviews with representatives from community organizations in
Kensington Market, including founding and continuing community members of the Pedestrian
Sundays’ initiative. The interviews informed the research on several issues, including the origin
of the Pedestrian Sundays’ initiative, and the process that took place to implement it.
Interviewees were selected through a snowball sampling method (described below) to garner the
trust of the tight-knit community and ensure objectivity in the research process.
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The first points of contact were the coordinators of the Kensington Market’s Business
Improvement Association (BIA). The BIA is also directly responsible for organizing Pedestrian
Sundays through the Kensington Market Pedestrian Sundays subcommittee (Interview #2). From
there, representatives of Kensington Market’s community associations who were involved with
the creation of the initiative were primarily sought to provide insight into the formalization of the
initiative and to detail the expected consultation that shaped it. The semi-structured stakeholder
interview questions aimed at assessing whether local businesses acted as stakeholders throughout
the planning process. As the initiative had ended for the season, data was retrieved from
interviews and media analysis on the project.

The research method employed to acquire the primary data was stakeholder interviews with
founding and continuing community members of the Pedestrian Sundays’ initiative. Interviewees
contacted included the Kensington Market BIA (KM BIA), the Kensington Market Action
Committee (KMAC), Streets are for People!, Friends of Kensington Market, and founding
Pedestrian Sundays’ members and long-term residents. The primary intention guiding the
interviews was to gauge stakeholders’ opinions on the Pedestrian Sundays initiative’s
incorporation of community and storeowner concerns. Interview questions were based on
Peterman’s methodology for assessing successful neighbourhood planning, and Boehm’s
research on the dimensions of participation for businesses in community decision making
processes (Tables 2.2A & 2.2B)
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Table 2.2A. Boehm’s Strategy for Business Participation in Community Decision Making
Processes

11
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Table 2.2B Peterman’s Four Criteria for Successful Neighbourhood Planning1

1. Adequate and ongoing monetary resources as well as human technical resources must be
available and accessible (...).
2. Community [planning] must be demand driven, arising from grassroots community
organizing. It cannot be legislated into existence by public officials, no matter how well
intentioned.
3. Community leaders must build and maintain strong and direct ties with public officials
(…).
4. The relationships between the community and those governmental agencies that have
interests in and responsibilities with respect to the community must be neither too
friendly nor confrontational (…).

The interviews made use of Peterman’s main criteria for successful neighbourhood planning by
asking, for instance, how the financial resources for the initiative were raised, and whether strong
links were formed with public officials and community representatives to establish effective
channels of communication (Appendix B). The interview questions were also extrapolated from
Boehm’s categories of participation dimensions; the initial set of questions centred around
determining the selection of participants involved (e.g. Who was involved at the initiative’s
origin? How did they get involved?), before moving into qualitative question topics such as the
forum of participation, duration of participant involvement, and the form of involvement (Table

1

Italicized emphasis own input
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3.3.1A). The open-ended questions were phrased to elicit descriptive as well as opinionated
responses from the research participants.

The findings shed light on the degree of participation and communication between the
neighbourhood’s businesses and the Pedestrian Sundays’ initiative’s organizers. Qualitative data
yielded from the interviewing process and policy and media exploration informed the findings on
the success of the Pedestrian Sundays’ organizers at responding to concerns of the initiative’s
impact on their businesses. Coding and thematic grouping revealed the extent of the initiative’s
foray into sustainable neighbourhood planning.

This research was supplemented by an analysis of media content primarily from Toronto-based
news agencies, as well as survey data conducted by the City of Toronto (Cressey, 2016) to relate
how perceptions of the initiative have transformed since its 2003 origin. These two methods,
namely stakeholder opinions and secondary data review of the survey and news media,
complemented each other to inform this research.
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3. Analysis and Findings
3.1 Contextualizing Pedestrian Sundays
3.1.1 Origin of Pedestrian Sundays

Table 3.1.1A Timeline of Pedestrian Sundays in Kensington Market

2004

2002

2019

City
Sponsorship of
PSK
Withdrawn

First-held
PSK
Event

17th
year of
PSK

2003

2011

Inaugural PSK
Event with
City of
Toronto
Sponsorhip

Kensington
Market BIA
adopts PSK

Toronto’s Kensington Market neighborhood has featured a weekly market since at least 1918
(City of Toronto, 2017a). The area’s predominately Jewish immigrant population living along
the densely concentrated Kensington Avenue and Baldwin Streets sold their wares directly on
the streets outside of their combined grade-level business and second floor residential dwellings
(City of Toronto, 2017a). This century-old street-market tradition remained an integral part of
the evolving neighborhood into its current form today in Pedestrian Sundays.
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Figure 3.1.1A Pedestrian Sundays in Kensington Market, Augusta Ave Entrance. May 26, 2019

The origins of Pedestrian Sundays can be traced back to the summer months of 2002 in
Kensington Market when employees of nearby French bistro La Pallete began discussing plans
for a one-off event to take place where Kensington’s streets could be “reclaimed” for pedestrians
and cyclists from cars (Interview #5). This small group of local urban cycling activists and
volunteers numbered around 12 in total and included Shamez Amlani, Kelsey Carriere and
Yvonne Bambrink, among others. The group came together on July 22nd 2002, named their
informal organization ‘Streets are for People!’, and paid for all of the parking meters located
along the central block of Augusta Avenue: namely, between Oxford and College Street, parking
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their bikes on the street in place of cars (Newman & Waldron, 2008). A member of Streets are
for People! describes the inception of the initiative as disorganized but idealistic:
In 2002 we didn't even know what we were doing. That's when the seed was planted up
with one particular action; (…) me and some people had gotten together, and we thought
we would do a good deed for the world as it was meant to be, just a one off. (Interview #5)

Amlani and the other volunteers’ actions were consistent with the definitions listed in Toronto’s
Highway Traffic Act; positing the Act ensured the following: 1) bicycles can be considered
vehicles, and 2) vehicles are permitted to park in parking metre spaces provided that the parking
meter fare is paid and a valid parking ticket is displayed (Highway Traffic Act, 1990). This
demonstrates that from the earliest Pedestrian Sundays event, the activists’ complied with the
city’s established traffic regulations and street parking by-laws.

Figure 3.1.1B Street Band Playing on Kensington Avenue. May 26, 2019
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Over the course of that first Pedestrian Sunday, the volunteers made use of the temporarily
‘rented space’ to offer passersby free bicycle repairs and freshly cooked meals. As a crowd
gradually began to form, street musicians and a samba band conducted impromptu live
performances along the suddenly pedestrianized street (Interview #5).

In addition to the activist presence at the first Pedestrian Sundays, there were also local
businesses eager to take part in the event. One such participant was Cece Scriver, a long-time
Kensington Market figure and the current owner of her family-run thrift store Courage My Love.
Cece described the first event as an ‘experiment’ to show to the public how streets could be used
without vehicles occupying the narrow streets of the neighborhood. The event proved widely
popular and led to Streets are for People! discussing plans for a larger, market-wide pedestrian
event the following summer (Newman & Waldron, 2008). The planning of this event attracted
considerable media attention and excited a large portion of community, although many local
merchants expressed concerns about a car-free Kensington Market (an idea touted by some
members of Streets are for People!), as being potentially disastrous to local businesses (Newman
& Waldron, 2008).

The original name for the street event, Pedestrian Sundays in Kensington Market (PSK), was
deliberately coined by Streets are for People! members (Interview #5). The activist group was
careful not to politicize the initiative by giving it a more proactive name:
We were conscious of the fact that many locals were protective of their cars and calling it carfree might upset some people. We wanted to focus not on cars but on people. Calling it
Pedestrian Sundays might sound a little awkward, and for the longest time people would
constantly call the event Car-Free Kensington. It took a while for the actual name to catch on
18

because it's not quite as catchy as Car-Free Kensington, but it was a conscious choice on the
part of the group to focus on the positive instead of negative. (Interview #5)

The following summer, in 2003, the planned Pedestrian Sundays events were more ambitious,
and Streets are for People! met with Kensington Market’s local community arts organization,
Red Pepper Spectacle Art, to discuss the schedule and timeline for the initiative’s summer run.
The two groups decided upon hosting weekly street closures during the following summer on
Sundays (Newman & Waldron, 2008). Sunday was selected as the only realistic day for the event
to take place as they have the fewest store deliveries during the week, and therefore was least
likely to disrupt business for many local merchants (Newman & Waldron, 2008).

In 2004, the City of Toronto was coincidentally coordinating a pilot project to promote new
pedestrian street initiatives in Toronto’s inner-city neighborhoods and became interested in
Pedestrian Sundays (Newman & Waldron, 2008). The city, through the department Toronto
Transportation Services, sought to collaborate on the newly developing Pedestrian Sundays’
project, and provided some staff and coordination assistance for the event; the remainder was
largely collected through voluntary donations by the activist organizers themselves (Newman &
Waldron, 2008) A working group was established to lead the planning of PSK. With the city now
sponsoring the event, it became a quasi-official initiative and was therefore subject to municipal
regulations such as insurance costs, paid-duty police officers (for crowd control and ensuring
adherence to the no-car zones), temporary barricades to prevent vehicle through-traffic into the
streets, and regulated signage pre-notifying the public of the event (Interview #5). This initial
sponsorship by the city in 2004 was short-lived; Pedestrian Sundays were held on a weekly basis
during July and August that summer, which proved to be exhausting for the community whose
19

members subsequently derided the city’s handling of the events in a municipal survey conducted
at the end of the summer season (Interview #1). The unexpected negative responses prompted
the city to officially withdraw from managing Pedestrian Sundays. Despite this, PSK remained a
community organization and began working closer with Streets are for People and other
organizations to better coordinate the initiative. Subsequent Pedestrian Sundays were shortened
to every other Sunday in July and August, and then from 2006 until now, Pedestrian Sundays
were elected to be held on the last Sunday of the summer months (Interview #1). This wider
distribution out of the event dates facilitated increased preparation of each event, and since the
founding of the KM BIA in 2009, has featured community consultation meetings prior to and
immediately following the ‘Pedestrian Sundays season’, hosted by PSK on behalf of the KM
BIA (Interview #1).

3.1.2 Financing of Pedestrian Sundays

The budget for Pedestrian Sundays is modest, especially when compared to Toronto’s other wellknown street festival events such as the Taste of the Danforth festival in the Greektown
neighbourhood. A single Pedestrian Sunday costs approximately $3,000-6,000 per event day,
and with a total of six events per summer season, the total annual expenditure of Pedestrian
Sundays is an estimated $36,000 (Interviews #1 & 3). The main differences setting Pedestrian
Sundays apart from other Toronto-based street festivals is twofold: firstly, while events such as
Taste of the Danforth are concentrated over a single weekend, Pedestrian Sundays occur on a
more regular basis over the entire summer, meaning less funding is required for each individual
day; secondly, Pedestrian Sundays’ organizers have refused to accept any sponsorship by private
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interests or companies. The financing for the events is instead collected through levies paid for
by all members of the KM BIA, meaning each of the neighbourhood’s 245 business are taxed a
small fee (approximately $150 per year) to contribute collectively to the operation of the event
(Interview #3). The main expenses of a typical Pedestrian Sunday can be broken down as follows
(Interview #3):

Typical Pedestrian Sunday Event Expenses
Paid On-Site Officer: $1,500
Barricades: $250
Rental fee for Tow Truck: $300
Permit Fee: $150
Promotional Material Distribution: $500
Total: $2,700 [Single day]

The PSK group collects these levied funds to cover the operational costs of Pedestrian Sundays,
including the rental costs, paid duty officer, and road barricades. The street waste collection
work required after each event is accomplished through a partnership with a social service
agency and homeless shelter located on Augusta Avenue: St. Stephens Community Housing
(Interview #1). PSK employs several members of the housing shelter as street cleaners for
Pedestrian Sundays, thereby making the initiative from its initial planning to the post-event
clean-up a completely community-intensive initiative (Interview #4).
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3.1.3 Geography of Pedestrian Sundays

The physical layout of Kensington Market’s streets has been described as being particularly
conducive to open-air street festivals, and by extension, pedestrian-centric events such as
Pedestrian Sundays, as the streets were “not originally designed for modern automobiles”, and
with its multiple small T-junctions being better suited to “high volumes of foot and bicycle
traffic” (Newman & Waldron, 2008, 11). The street design map (Figure 1.3A) features small
blocks on narrow streets, multiple alleyways, and interconnecting streets; all were at risk of
demolition in the 1960s during Toronto’s extensive ‘urban renewal’ period which oversaw the
demolition of similarly walkable neighbourhoods in the inner city, replaced with public housing
projects and later, high rise apartment complexes (Newman & Waldron, 2008). Importantly, the
entire neighbourhood is situated with the surrounding major streets of Spadina, College and
Bathurst, all of which are serviced by rapid public transit infrastructure (i.e. the Toronto Transit
Commission’s streetcar lines, and regular bus schedules).
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Figure 3.1.3A Kensington Market Neighbourhood Borders and Zoning Designations (City of
Toronto, 2013, By-Law 569-2013)

Legend
Designated Land Use:

Commercial

Residential

Park Space

Kensington
Market Boundary
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Figure 3.1.3B Kensington Market’s Main Market Streets (Shaw, 2005)

Concerning the location of the Pedestrian Sundays events themselves, the designated street
closures occur on Augusta Avenue, Kensington Avenue, Baldwin St. and St. Andrews (Figures
3.3C [dotted streets on map]). These streets were selected for the event’s location to coincide
with the market’s existing commercial-residential unit locations: the main market section of
Kensington Market. On the days prior to Pedestrian Sundays, event organizers and volunteers
will distribute written notices to parked cars along the designated street closure lanes, reminding
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them of the need to move their car before the next day at noon, to prevent a “friendly-tow” where
their car will be moved to an adjacent street outside of the designated street closure lanes
(Interview #3). Offenders will not be charged for this tow and the cars will not be impounded,
although the budget for the event factors in the cost to tow cars if needed. On average, every
other Pedestrian Sundays event will see one car being towed away from the designated street
closure zones, and notices are always left in the place of removed cars explaining the cause of
the removal and instructions on where to pick up their vehicle (Interview #3). Having the
occasional tows be “friendly” by not charging vehicle owners of cars parked on the street
demonstrates the importance organizers place on avoiding aggravating residents or visitors and
ensuring their respectful consideration of the street closures (Interview #3).

Pedestrian Sundays officially begin at 12:00 pm and continue until 8:00 pm in the evening, when
the pedestrian street activity becomes restricted to Kensington Avenue in order to minimize
excess noise from pedestrians and performers disturbing the nearby residential homes (Interview
#3).
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Figure 3.1.3C Kensington Market’s Designated Street Closures for Pedestrian Sundays (Shaw,
2005)
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3.2 Community Organizing and Stakeholder Positioning in Kensington Market

3.2.1 Kensington Market’s Community Organizations

Pedestrian Sundays are organized by a collaboration of neighbourhood residents, shop owners,
the BIA and various activist and community groups. To assess the state of Pedestrian Sundays’
events in Kensington Market, it is imperative to establish the major community groups involved
in the event planning. This allows for a comprehensive grouping of the major local residential
and commercial interests of the neighbourhood that share the responsibilities of managing
Pedestrian Sundays.

Several Kensington Market residential groups are also connected to the wider public, meaning
that group interests are sometimes influenced by events occurring in other neighbourhoods, or in
concurrent places in Toronto or otherwise (Shaw, 2005). Kensington Market’s complex, and at
times tedious, network of community organizing generated an interdependence among the
neighbourhood’s business owners and residents who have established their businesses in the
evolving market, while expressing curiosity and caution to any substantive changes to the
market’s character (Interview #4). This reinforced the notion that many in the market were
preoccupied with venting their concerns regarding street events and issues of wider importance
such as the developing heritage designation plan for Kensington Market. Local community
organizations all expressed concern for the minutiae and matters of specific, and at times
personal, matters. General caution and aversion to significant community change is a common
feature among community organizations in Kensington Market and this is also exemplified
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within Kensington Market’s Pedestrian Sundays (Shaw, 2005). The following describe the key
community groups involved with the initiative.

Kensington Market Business Improvement Association (KM BIA)
The Kensington Market Business Improvement Area (KM BIA) was formed in 2009 and
represents the neighbourhood’s total 245 businesses (Interview #2). The KM BIA is one of 82
BIAs throughout Toronto and claims to be the “voice of [Kensington Market’s] business
community” (KM BIA Website, 2018). The BIA’s were originally formed in Toronto, and the
first one was coincidentally formed through a familiar community activist sentiment as the KM
BIA; in the 1980s, Bloor St. business owners collaborated to fight the loss of business due to the
rise of suburban shopping malls in the area (Yang, 2010).

According to the coordinator of the KM BIA, the organization functions to act as a primary point
of contact for locals, visitors and researchers of the area (Interview #2). The KM BIA short-term
goals in the community include representing residential and business owner interests in
Kensington, communicating with the city councillor on a weekly basis, raising awareness for
neighbourhood issues such as noise complaints, and publicizing meeting minutes and other
organizational materials on the KM BIA social media platforms (Interview #2).

Longer-term goals of the KM BIA encompass the following objectives: preserving the
designated heritage buildings of Kensington Market, raising concerns on neighbourhood
affordability and promoting a variety of independent, accessible business development in the
area. Through master planning and public realm design, the KM BIA coordinates efforts to
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prevent corporate expansion into the market community and the turnover of local businesses
(Interview #2).

Street Events Committee: Pedestrian Sundays in Kensington Market (PSK)
Pedestrian Sundays are planned through the Street Events Committee of the KM BIA, through a
collaborative process between local BIA members. PSK’s are funded entirely by the KM BIA;
funds are collected through a levy system in which business owners working within the
community pay stipends to cover the costs of implementing the pedestrianized street event.
When the KM BIA took over control of the initiative and established their (PSK subcommittee
headed by well-connected market resident Patrick Morrison, financing for the initiative became
much more streamlined (Interview #3).

Friends of Kensington Market
Friends of Kensington Market (FoKM) is an informal non-profit organization of Kensington
Market residents and external volunteers and enthusiasts who organize resistance efforts to
promote the independent entrepreneurialism of the neighbourhood, its mixed-income
demographic, and to block corporate enterprises from replacing local businesses (McBride,
2014). FoKM was founded by Dominique Russell in 2011 when Kensington Market residents
rallied together to fight off the opening of a Starbucks in the area in 2008 and a Walmart in 2013
(Johnson, 2013). The group’s presence is largely virtual, with members only meeting in person
when coordinating short-term efforts to oppose large retail expansion into Kensington Market
and the adjacent areas of the neighbourhood (Interview #4).
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Kensington Market Action Committee (KMAC)
The Kensington Market Action Committee (KMAC) was established in 1995 as a non-profit
corporation to protect the interests of local merchants, residents and employees in community
issues (Shaw, 2005). KMAC initially received funding from Human Resource Development
Canada (HRDC) but is now largely out of operation (Shaw, 2005). KMAC oversaw low rates of
participation in its meetings over the years; since 2014, it has not updated their association’s
website or promoted new activities.

Streets are for People!
Streets are for People! is a Toronto-based cycling activist group who coordinated the first
Pedestrian Sundays event in 2002. The group engages in urban resistance efforts to promote
cycling, pedestrian infrastructure and preserve public spaces (Interview #5). Streets are for
People! is now an international collective of cycling enthusiasts who mainly promote their street
projects online. Refer to Chapter 3.1 for further detail.

St. Stephen’s Community House
St. Stephen’s Community House is a unique, community-based social service agency serving the
needs of Kensington Market and other neighbourhoods in Toronto since 1962. According to their
website, the organization is dedicated to making local communities stronger, happier and
healthier (St. Stephen’s Community House, 2019). The St. Stephen’s location claims to offer
services for more than 25,000 people annually and aims to address pressing social issues facing
the Kensington Market community, including “hunger, homelessness, unemployment, isolation,
conflict, violence, HIV and AIDS, youth alienation and the integration of immigrants” (St.
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Stephen’s Community House, Website, 2019). As mentioned previously, several residents of St.
Stephen’s have been offered paid work to assist in the clean-up following Pedestrian Sundays
events in a collaborative initiative between the agency and the Street Events Committee.

City of Toronto
The City of Toronto is involved in Pedestrian Sundays through the Transportation Department
and the Public Realms Office. Both public offices coordinated with the BIA (and Streets are for
People! before them) to acquire the permits to officiate Pedestrian Sundays. Kensington
Market’s designated councillors (including Mike Layton, Adam Vaughan and current Councillor
Joe Cressey) have historically demonstrated their support of Pedestrian Sundays (McBride,
2014).

To analyse the relationship of these interconnected community associations related to the
planning of Pedestrian Sundays, Head’s network arrangements table can be applied (Table
3.2.1A). Head’s matrix for assessing community organization’s relationships with one another
can be classified by categories such as integration relationship type, duration of involvement, and
level of formality, among others (Table 3.2.1A).
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Table 3.2.1A Head’s Network Arrangements (Head, 2007)

Generally, Kensington Market’s intra-community organizational relationships are characteristic
of cooperation (Table 3.2.1A). However, the interview data and history of the neighbourhood’s
resistance efforts reveal that community organizers typically only rally together against a
common encroachment or threat of forced changes in Kensington Market. This presence of
multiple community organizations in Kensington Market jointly demonstrates its high level of
grassroots activism and neighbourhood organizational efforts, yet also evokes the complexity
and often confusing overlap of the various groups competing to direct the neighbourhood’s
concurrent developments and plans. Shaw, in her overview of community organizing in
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Kensington Market, identified broad resistance to change as a unifying factor characterizing, and
even unifying, all aforementioned community organizations in the Market (Shaw, 2005).

Shaw further characterizes the “fragmentation” of the Market’s community actions groups and
other organizations as fundamental to the spirit of resistance represented in the opposition to bigbox retail developments and other commercial forays into the neighbourhood that have been
decisively opposed by residents and businesses alike (Shaw, 2005). Shaw concluded that even
the founding of KM BIA would ultimately fail to unite the various community groups to build
consensus and collaborate on neighbourhood-wide plans, due to the disorganized ties among
resident groups, community leaders and business interests (Shaw, 2005). Later, however, a BIA
did materialize in the neighbourhood, and it has arguably become the main community
organizing body in its aim to foster cross-community collaboration and provide all businesses
with opportunities to consult on the progress of neighbourhood plans and initiatives, including
the management of Pedestrian Sundays.

3.2.2 Stakeholder positions in Pedestrian Sunday

In Head’s model, the only organization that exemplifies a relationship more integrated than the
cooperation type showcased by the other groups is the KM BIA. The BIA has established a longterm vision for the community that involves the continuation of Pedestrian Sundays and other
street events, as well as ongoing community involvement and opportunities. The BIA has both
long term and short term aims for PSK and the commercial-residential concerns in the
Kensington Market community. The organization can be typified by its focus on collaboration
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with all merchants of the neighbourhood, and this is largely exemplified through its management
of Pedestrian Sundays. Assessing the events’ handling through the ‘collaboration’ relationship
type criteria set out by Head reveals at least three findings, described below: duration,
consultation, and resourcing (Head, 2007).

First, the duration of KM BIA as an organization is undoubtedly intended to be long-term; the
BIA has a formal presence in Kensington Market with an on-site office and paid staff as well as
volunteer members among its staffing. Second, the goals and perspectives of how KM BIA plans
the Pedestrian Sundays through the Kensington Market’s Street Events subcommittee are
transparent and involve interdependent involvement from the other community organizations.
The BIA actively seeks consultation from all businesses and residents on the market and
establishes linkages to city officials and the councillor’s office to foster intra-community
networks between the market and the city.

The structural linkages of the BIA members are somewhat flexible, as coordinators are
voluntarily assigned positions, but the consistent involvement of community leaders in the
regularly held BIA meetings establishes the tight linkages Head emphasizes as necessary for
collaboration. The final two relationship criteria are also met; namely, the BIA is relatively
formal in structure with its small payroll of office staff and delegation of subcommittees within
the organization to promote efficiency.

Lastly, despite the more secured funding for PSK and the KM BIA’s other subcommittees,
financial and organizational strain is experienced at times by the BIA (Interview #2). The cause
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of this is multifaceted; for example, budgeting restraints for neighbourhood’s street activities and
the pressure from the city to adhere to strict policy guidelines. This demonstrates the potential for
high risk and opportunities for high reward that Pedestrian Sundays present for the BIA. For
now, the BIA is balancing these sides by increasing efforts to improve project collaboration and
public engagement possibilities. Considering these factors, the BIA is the best equipped
community-based organization in Kensington market to plan and finance the PSK, as well as
shape its programming through regular public meetings and information sessions.

3.2.3 Community Reception of Pedestrian Sundays

Although various informal surveys have been carried out by Streets are for People! and public
consultations by the City of Toronto during their limited run of Pedestrian Sundays2, the most
recent and reliable survey of community responses on Pedestrian Sundays comes from Ward 20
(Trinity-Spadina) Councillor Joe Cressey’s 2016 survey on the initiative (Appendix C).
Cressey’s survey provides valuable data on the reception of Pedestrian Sundays by the
Kensington Market community, by surveying both residents and businesses in the area. The
survey’s data collection process was initiated in January 2016, when approximately 900 surveys
were delivered to businesses and residents in Kensington Market (Cressey, 2016). The response
rate was 9.5% of the total of all distributed surveys, or 86 surveys returned; 39 residents and 47
businesses returned surveys. The results of Cressey’s survey collected data on three prominent
areas of interest: rates of participation in Pedestrian Sundays (Figure 3.2.3A), the effects of

2

Data for both proved unattainable, as records were not kept regarding how many individuals were contacted,
what types of questions were posed, or how the responses varied.
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Pedestrian Sundays on Businesses and Residents (Figures 3.2.3B & 3.2.3C), and the overall
effect of Pedestrian Sundays on Kensington Market (Figure 3.2.3D).

Figure 3.2.3A Councillor’s Survey Responses on Community Participation on Event Days
(Cressey, 2016)

Cressey’s survey revealed that the Kensington Market community as a whole (residents and
businesses alike), largely participate in Pedestrian Sundays. The degree of participation was not
disclosed by the survey, although it is likely that participation for residents would encompass
several activities; for example, volunteering to help organize the event or assist in clean-up,
visiting the market stalls, and taking part in the street activities themselves (Interview #4). For
businesses, participation would likely involve setting up street stands or displays in front of their
businesses to engage visitors (e.g. food tastes) (Interview #4). Figure 3.2.3A reveals that nearly
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60% of residents remarked they ‘usually’ or ‘always’ participated on the event days. For
businesses, participation rates of ‘usually’ or ‘always’ were even higher, at a combined rate of
72%. Most strikingly, 55% of businesses surveyed were marked as ‘always’ participating on
event days. This difference may be partly attributed to the fact that Kensington Market’s
businesses remain open on Sundays and have been encouraged by the BIA to set up street-side
stands displaying their wares to promote their businesses (Interview #3).

Figure 3.2.3B Councillor’s Survey Responses on Effect of Event Days on Businesses

Figures 3.2.3B and 3.2.3C relate the perceptions of Pedestrian Sundays’ effects on both business
and residents, by polling both groups respectively. This data reveals that residents and businesses
agree that Pedestrian Sundays generate greater benefits for the businesses of Kensington Market
than they do for its residents. Pedestrian Sundays’ effect on local businesses were rated as overall
positive (combining ‘mostly positive’ and ‘positive’) by both groups (Figure 3.2.3B). This figure
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contrasts with the same survey question polled about Pedestrian Sundays’ effect on residents
(Figure 3.2.3C).

Figure 3.2.3C Councillor’s Survey Responses on Effect of Pedestrian Sundays on Residents

The responses on the effect of PSK on residents demonstrates a greater variety of answers from
both businesses and residents (Figure 3.2.3C). Residents’ answers revealed 33% held a positive
view of Pedestrian Sunday’s effect on residents, however an impressive 43% rated a “negative”
or “mostly negative”. This reveals a high degree of variance among residents’ reception of PSK.
The survey also asked respondents to rate their perception of Pedestrian Sunday’s overall effect
on the neighbourhood (Figure 3.2.3D). Interestingly, when asked how PSK affected Kensington
Market overall, most residents (63%) indicated “positive” or “mostly positive” rankings. This
finding, combined with the data from Figure 3.2.3C, suggest that although a large minority of
residents may not be satisfied with the event management and disturbances caused by Pedestrian
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Sundays, a wide majority agree that is has been beneficial overall for the Kensington Market
community (Figure 3.2.3D)

Figure 3.2.3D Councillor’s Survey Responses on Effect of Pedestrian Sundays on Residents

3.2.4 Balancing control between local businesses and residents and the City

During the first planned Pedestrian Sundays’ initiative back in 2003, the City of Toronto
demonstrated considerable interest in conducting pedestrian street pilot projects similar to that
being developed by the Streets are for People! local cycling activist group. This initiative, which
would gradually develop the current Pedestrian Sundays event format, presented a new
opportunity for the City to exercise some municipal oversight into this small community-based
pedestrian initiative aiming to encourage pedestrianization and use of Kensington Market’s
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streets as public spaces (Interview #1). Unfortunately, the City of Toronto’s initial attempt to
adopt the proto-Pedestrian Sundays initiative failed. This was due to the overly ambitious
introduction of the very first Pedestrian Sundays held in the summer of 2003. The city permitted
the pilot project to proceed with holding the pedestrian street events but chose to hold them
during each Sunday of that summer season, with the consequential halt on cars entering and
parking on the streets for the day (Interview #1). Public opinion from the results of a survey
distributed by the city to assess the neighbourhood’s reception of the initiative was largely
negative, with respondents’ noting the overwhelming amount of preparation and activity caused
by weekly pedestrian street festivals. The City was so reluctant to pursue with Pedestrian
Sundays ahead of the lacklustre survey findings and highly critical response from locals, leading
the city to back out of involvement with the planning of Pedestrian Sundays (Interview #1). This
shifted the initiative into a temporary limbo with no formal administration or receptive
managerial office to retain control of the operation of Pedestrian Sundays. It was the original
volunteers, working with local leaders in the Kensington Market community that continued to
express enthusiasm for the initiative that allowed the event to continue after the city abandoned it
(Interview #4).

3.2.5 Change in Management: Kensington Market’s BIA adoption of Pedestrian Sundays

It seemed inevitable that a change in management of the initiative was necessary in order to
democratize its planning. Pedestrian Sundays, started by Streets are for People and formalized
through the city’s establishment of Kensington’s Street Events Committee, was co-opted by
Kensington Market’s BIA in 2011 and rebranded into the PSK subcommittee. BIA organizations,
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originally founded in Toronto, are now commonly found throughout North American municipal
communities, occasionally under varying names such as Business Improvement Districts (US).
This raises the interesting revelation that Toronto’s inner-city communities have showcased
activist efforts to increase business prosperity through community organizing, as far back as the
1980s with the original Bloor Street BIA. Echoes of the Bloor St. movement can be heard in the
Kensington Market’s BIA, with existing similarities in organizational structure and the
streamlining of funding for the BIA’s neighbourhood-wide activities.
When the BIA said (…) we will be the guardians of Pedestrian Sundays, it made a huge
difference. There was a large burden, financially, and that was lifted after having a paid
organizer running things. Many of us, myself included, stayed on as volunteers at that point,
rather than being the leading persons behind this. It took a few years to establish, but that was
a big game changer. (Interview #5)
The adoption of the initiative by the BIA came as a relief to the event’s activist organizers, who
were voluntarily funding the event through a group of approximately 20 community members;
many of whom were affiliated with Streets are for People! (Interview #5).

3.3 Kensington Market’s BIA: A Case Collaborative Planning?

3.3.1 Assessing Pedestrian Sundays by Measures of Successful Community Planning
As evident by the previous chapter, the Kensington Market neighbourhood houses a multitude of
community organizations with varying influence and stakes in Pedestrian Sundays. To assess the
level of business participation in the decision-making practices of a community organization, we
can apply Boehm’s 10 dimensions of participation (Table 3.3.1A). These dimensions can be
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applied to the case of Kensington Market’s Pedestrian Sundays, as the initiative’s coordinators
(pre-BIA) consulted local businesses to organize the events (Interviews #2 & 5).
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Table 3.3.1A Boehm’s Strategy for Business Participation in Community Decision Making
Processes
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1) Selection of Participants
This dimension of participation considers the selection criteria for businesses participating in
decision-making in a community. Boehm breaks this category down further by including
business owners, directors, marketing, employee residents and the residents themselves. As the
BIA includes all 245 Kensington Market businesses, the participant population of businesses
able to provide input on Pedestrian Sundays likewise includes these merchants.

2) Motives for Selecting Participants
Participating businesses in Kensington Market in Pedestrian Sundays’ community decisionmaking include the following reasons for criterion C, D and E. Criterion 2C relates the
leadership skills of participants as a primary motivation for participant selection. Neighbourhood
association representatives including the Friends of Kensington Market, the Kensington Market
Action Committee, as well as the BIA and Street Events Committee itself all include longstanding residents with deep community ties to Kensington Market who are experienced in
leading community consultations (Interviews #2, #3 and #5). Kensington Market comprises a
diversity of shop owners, family-run businesses, artists and families, and is represented by
several of these community figureheads. Residents and businesses alike are encouraged to refer
to these leaders with questions and suggestions on the initiative’s progress, desired changes to
the Pedestrian Sundays programme, and related matters (Interview #2).

3) Areas of Participation
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The area of participation for local businesses as they relate to the planning of PSK is singular in
focus; the decision-making influence businesses have on Pedestrian Sundays is intensive and
specific to issues that arise in the management of the events.

4) Level of Participation
Pedestrian Sundays are a localized initiative; considering all event planning, promotion and
consultation occur at the neighbourhood level.

5) Framework of Participation
The framework of participation in PSK for merchants is twofold: first, the BIA incorporates
representatives from three main sectors affecting the Kensington Market community, which are
government (in the form of city councillors), non-profits (e.g. KMAC, FoKM), and informal
networks such as the local arts and activist groups with vested interests in the planning of PSK
(Interview #5); second, the forum for merchant participation in PSK at the BIA meetings is
community dialogue, as these meetings typically involve discussing various points from a
meeting agenda but also include time for posing and responding to questions (Interview #2). In
addition to the merchants present at the BIA meetings, members of the public can attend the
meetings; however, typically local politicians, community association representatives and
enthusiastic volunteers comprise the rest of attendees (Interviews #1 & 4)

6) Duration of Involvement
The duration of involvement that businesses are afforded to participate in the BIA’s community
meetings is most accurately described as long-term (Boehm, 2005). At least two BIA meetings
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are held annually when BIA coordinators and subcommittee groups (e.g., the Street Events
subcommittee) are in attendance to field questions from businesses on the state of the market’s
commercial activities and any new issues (Interview #2).

7) Organizational-Political Process
The organizational relationship between the BIA members and the organizers of PSK is
characteristic of an organizational-political process; merchants represent themselves both as
individuals and a part of the BIA community once they attend these meetings, and work to
collaborate with one another to target common concerns or problems arising in the community.

8) Participation in stages of policy making & planning
Merchants may participate in each stage of policy making and planning relevant to Pedestrian
Sundays, which is listed in Boehm’s table’s as the eighth dimension of participation. From the
start of the renewed run of independent Pedestrian Sundays (2005 onwards), merchants have
been involved in selecting the times and frequency of Pedestrian Sundays, suggesting the types
of music and activities on the event programme, pooling together their financial resources to
fund the events, among others.

9) Level of impact
The BIA meetings feature actual participation with voting rights for all members present, as
issues are presented, and members have the opportunity to pass notions that are put to handcount votes (Interview #1).
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10) Tactics or form of involvement
The form of involvement for businesses is one promoting collaboration and establishing a set of
defined outcomes, both of which are prominent features of the BIA’s public community
meetings (Interview #2). An emergent theme from discussions with community leaders and
association representatives was that of collaborative planning. In the case of Pedestrian Sundays,
collaborative community planning is evident by how the events are promoted, discussed, and
evaluated by involved parties. For instance, efforts are made by the event coordinators at the BIA
to incorporate as much cultural diversity into the initiative as possible (Interview #2). In recent
years, for example, the BIA has fostered an ‘outreach campaign’ to distribute translated
Pedestrian Sundays’ programmes, brochures, and contact information to the Chinese minority of
residents and business owners in the market (Interview #2). These newcomers are attracted to the
conviviality of the neighbourhood, and the Chinese community which has naturally spilled to
Kensington Market from the adjacent Chinatown district; both neighbourhoods share a border
along Spadina Avenue (Shaw, 2005).

Despite this effort by the BIA, the Chinese community in Kensington Market is reportedly a
group that largely does not participate in BIA meetings or attempt to involve themselves in the
Pedestrian Sundays’ initiative (Interview #2). Shaw (2005) attributes this challenge in part to the
differences in cultural identity between long-standing Kensington residents; most locals are
highly vocal about community projects and changes, whereas the Kensington Market’s
community of Chinese business owners are relatively new to the neighbourhood (having begun
emigrating in the 1970s) and are typically more reserved and cautious to attract attention if they
were to be involved in community efforts (Interview #2). Despite this setback in public
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engagement, PSK organizers still send out translated community meetings notices ahead of all
the BIA meetings (Interview #2).

The extent of collaboration involved in Pedestrian Sundays can be further analysed by using
Peterman’s criteria for successful neighbourhood planning (Peterman, 2000). Peterman lists the
following four main criteria which are imperative for the success of community led plans:

Table 3.3.1B Peterman’s Four Criteria for Successful Neighbourhood Planning

1. Adequate and ongoing monetary resources as well as human technical resources must be
available and accessible (...).
2. Community [planning] must be demand driven, arising from grassroots community
organizing. It cannot be legislated into existence by public officials, no matter how well
intentioned.
3. Community leaders must build and maintain strong and direct ties with public officials
(…).
4. The relationships between the community and those governmental agencies that have
interests in and responsibilities with respect to the community must be neither too
friendly nor confrontational (…).

The first of these criteria can be answered assuredly: PSK is funded through the Street Events
Subcommittee of the neighbourhood’s BIA. As established previously, a modest budget is set for
each of the six monthly held events in the summer season by factoring in the main expenses of
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the street closures, notice distribution, and hiring of a paid duty officer. These expenses are
covered by the collection of a small levy tax on all 245 of Kensington Market’s businesses,
increasing incrementally each year if required. Since the BIA is responsible for managing the
budgets of their subcommittees, collecting the levies, and organizing the event, this process is
highly streamlined, and ensures an ongoing stream of monetary resources for the event. Since the
BIA took over control of the initiative in 2011 and established their PSK subcommittee, headed
by then-BIA coordinator and (current PSK coordinator) Patrick Morrison, financing for the
initiative has become much more streamlined.

The second of Peterman’s criterion was also tested and found to be satisfied; namely, Pedestrian
Sundays is an innately grassroots enterprise, initiating with activist efforts to promote pedestrian
and cyclist inclusivity in the dense streets of Kensington Market and having evolved to be a
completely community funded and volunteer run event. The only paid organizers related to the
initiative are the full-time staff coordinators of the BIA. Peterman lays out the importance of
successful neighbourhood planning as arising from community-based efforts instead of being
officiated by public offices, which can partly explain why the city’s eager sponsorship of the
event in its second year may have been well-intentioned but ill-advised. Given that Pedestrian
Sundays were still a disorganized and partly anarchistic enterprise in its initial configuration,
many community members remained unaware of how to participate in the initiative or field their
concerns (Interviews #1 & 3). When the city attempted to shoehorn in weekly Pedestrian
Sundays based on enthusiasm of the initiative’s early supporters, many residents, already wary of
the initiative, rebuked the expansion and made their complaints known. This solidifies the
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importance of extensive public consultation and community feedback prior to, during and
following any major planned neighbourhood event, which the BIA now organizes and officiates.

Peterman’s third criterion for successful neighbourhood planning relates to the importance of
direct channels of communication between community organizers and public officials. These
lines of communication are imperative to develop bonds of trust and familiarity between the
aspirations of the community and the procedural mechanisms for implementing community-wide
plans via municipal policy and legislation. The KM BIA described the extensive communication
existing between the BIA, Kensington Market’s residents, and the city as follows:
There’s a great deal of communication with different city officials and the councillor's office
is always sending me those updates. It's also transparent as to how much money the BIA is
spending and what they will be spending it on. Everything is out on the table at our public
meetings, for anybody to question, to challenge or whatever it may be. The main BIA
numbers should always be there so there's always at least 10 of and then there's always several
representatives from certain community organizations and resident groups. Everyone is made
well aware of these meetings and everybody is always welcome to come. (Interview #2)
The fourth and final of Peterman’s criteria is the most challenging to quantify. While the
meetings between the BIA and councillor’s office are not typically open to the public, their
outcomes are disclosed at the BIA’s public meetings (Interview #2). As one of several
communities within Ward 20, Kensington Market, and by extension its BIA, is expected to
coordinate meetings with its respective councillor and does not receive any unique specialized
treatment compared to other ward communities. The BIA’s former and current coordinators offer
that Kensington Market has received reliable organizational support from its councillors (past
and present) when seeking permit applications for the street closures for Pedestrian Sundays; for
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example, in opposing the big-box chain enterprises from expanding into Kensington Market, and
in the ongoing efforts to promote heritage conservation in the neighbourhood (Interview #2).

3.4 Permanently Pedestrianizing Kensington Market: Fantasy or Reality?

The unlikely possibility of permanently pedestrianizing Kensington Market, wherein the
neighbourhood’s main market streets would be converted into car-free zones indefinitely, has
provoked widespread criticism, even by the most ardent social activists in the community
(Interviews, #3, 4, & 5). Some members of Streets are for People! were certainly in favour of the
idea initially, as remarked by several founding members (Interviews, #4 & 5). The fumbled
attempt of the city’s adoption of the initiative in 2004, however, dispelled the myth that the
community would be in favour of regular (i.e. weekly) Pedestrian Sundays. Since then, the
event’s organizers and residents alike have wrestled with the idea to increase the frequency of
Pedestrian Sundays; however, it is unlikely to increase or decrease without broad consensus from
the community (Cressey, 2016). Permanently pedestrianizing the market is regarded as an
extreme motion by most in the community, due to of the fear that doing so would directly
impede business services in the market and frustrate residential activities (Interview #3). More
significantly, however, is the concern that permanent pedestrianization would accelerate the
gentrification of the market. A market business owner and residents echoed the dangers of
permanently pedestrianizing Kensington:

We don’t want to turn Kensington Market into a permanently pedestrian tourist zone like
Toronto’s Distillery District, […] a pretend neighbourhood. (Interview #5)
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The Distillery District is a well-known inner-city touristic destination. Once the site of the large
Gooderham & Worts whiskey distillery, it now houses several mixed-use condominium
complexes and has attracted many boutique outlet stores housed in the Victorian-era distillery’s
buildings. Given the difference in residential and visitor demographics between the Distillery
District and Kensington Market, the former attracting an upscale, young urban professional
crowd and the latter hosting a mix of immigrant communities, alternative and subcultural groups,
it is unsurprising that many Kensington Market voices are fearful of the consequences that
permanent pedestrianization would have on the market.

Furthermore, it is recognized by many that the monthly pedestrian-street events are the safest
way to implement such an initiative without overwhelming the residential and business
community, while still promoting greater pedestrianization (Interview #1). Still, the event’s
originators concede that Pedestrian Sundays does not benefit the entire market community
equally; Amlani posited the following in an interview with the Torontoist magazine:
On the days we do Pedestrian Sundays, there’s no doubt that cafés, bars, and restaurants gain.
A lot of the clothing stores and some of the food stores break even, but for the fish mongers
and the fruit sellers, the butchers—it does nothing for them. It hurts their business. They’ll
tolerate it once a month, but to mess with their livelihoods when they’re the backbone of the
Market would be a horrible thing to do. And to permanently pedestrianize a neighbourhood
like Kensington Market, (…) where even though the streets are congested with cars the
pedestrians rule—why would you sterilize that rebellious spirit and turn it permanently into a
car-free zone, which would require a lot of money, a lot of infrastructure, a lot of strain on the
merchants in the neighbourhood. (Torontoist, 2008)

These comments reflect the overall sentiment towards Pedestrian Sundays by most members of
the residential community of Kensington Market and the businesses operating within it. This is
also consistent with the findings of the councillor’s survey in 2016 which revealed that a large
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majority of businesses in the neighbourhood both participated in and felt strongly supportive of
the initiative, whereas a slim majority of residents participated and felt the same level of support
for PS events.
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4. Discussions and Conclusion
4.1 Significance of main findings

The conduct of the research related several pertinent findings relevant to the research questions.
For one, it was found that Pedestrian Sundays were originally orchestrated in 2002 by a loose
collective of Torontonian cycling activists (under the Streets are for People! organization). The
initiative’s founders were able to advocate for the importance of the initiative to the City and
Kensington Market’s Councillors, who subsequently organized funding and better planning for
the events. Over the years, Kensington Market’s Business Improvement Association came to
secure reliable, grassroots funding and support for Pedestrian Sundays; through the collection of
levies from business owners and through the formation of the BIA subcommittee PSK which
hosts public engagement meetings prior to and before the event season. What differentiates
Kensington Market’s BIA is that many more residents are counted among its members compared
to other more commercial-centric BIAs where business owners are not local. This is a finding
pointed out by attendees of the KM BIA initial meetings, wherein participants described the
occasions as a meeting of “community-minded people” to present ideas and pose questions on
topics affecting the community (Interview #5).

Newman and Waldron posit that the city’s overly ambitious plans for weekly Pedestrian Sundays
events in the summer of 2004 were met with significant criticisms from community members
and businesses alike, overwhelming the community with activity and impeding local street traffic
(Newman and Waldron, 2008). While the cancellation of the city sponsored initiative may have
easily spelled out the end of the Pedestrian Sundays project, the authors cite the impetus this
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provided for community activist groups to reassert control of the initiative and directly consult
community members in public meetings (Newman and Waldron, 2008). Over the 17 years that
Pedestrian Sundays has been run, most residents and businesses are now satisfied with the
management of the initiative. (Interview #2, #3, & #4). This was clearly deduced from the
findings of the 2016 councillor’s survey, which revealed a disconnect between the high level of
satisfaction of the Pedestrian Sundays’ influence between the businesses who were overall highly
supportive, as well as residents, although a minority expressed high rates of dissatisfaction and
non-participation in PSK.

The three main theories applied to the case in this report revealed pertinent findings on the extent
of community planning in Pedestrian Sundays. Boehm’s table helped to understand how local
merchants influence Pedestrian Sundays through frameworks of participation. As for Head’s
network arrangements model, it was found that community organizations in Kensington Market
typically operate on a single-issue format, which has been successful with resistance efforts;
however, a more collaborative, ongoing and formal organization is necessary to maintain the
growing Pedestrian Sundays initiative, and the BIA appears to have largely fulfilled this role.
Finally, Peterman’s criteria for successful neighbourhood development revealed that Pedestrian
Sundays’ organizers have secured community funding for the event, have long-term aspirations
for the sustainable management of the initiative, and have established strong links of
communication with municipal powers to officiate the installation of the event’s required
barricades, signage and street activity equipment.

4.2 Pedestrian projects in other neighbourhoods
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The success of the Pedestrian Sundays initiative can further be noted through the discussion it
has generated in organizing similar regular pedestrian-oriented projects in other Torontonian
neighborhoods. The neighborhoods of Baldwin Village and Mirvish Village have both turned to
Pedestrian Sundays organizers for advice on implementing their own versions of the festival,
through a comparable process as Kensington Market accomplished with their BIA (Torontoist,
2008). Amlani touted the benefits of new Pedestrian Sundays inspired events in other
Torontonian communities:

In Baldwin Village, we had a one-pager outlining what we did in Kensington and asked if
there was any interest in doing it there. There was an ad-hoc committee formed with local
players including the Chinese Presbyterian Church, local bars, restaurant owners, and lots of
local residents. With Mirvish Village, (…) as soon as it got into the BIA’s hands there was a
public meeting, and people agreed it was a great idea. The whole idea is to go anywhere in the
city and just get your neighbours’ consent, and on the Sundays that you choose, there would
be no car traffic in your neighbourhood. It could be a residential street, a commercial street. In
Baldwin Village it gave them a rich opportunity to explore the history of their neighbourhood,
what makes it unique. (Torontoist, 2008)

There have also been cases where discussions of pursuing a pedestrian street projects have been
unsuccessful. The West Queen West BIA met with the organizers of PSK to discuss the initiative
but for unstated reasons has yet to advance with any plans for a Pedestrian Sundays-like
initiative of their own (Torontoist, 2008). This may be an isolated case as BIA groups that have
met with the KM BIA have often expressed their enthusiasm for promoting pedestrian street
events in their neighbourhoods and could represent differences in neighbourhood BIA’s
aspirations for investing into the public realm. The West Queen West BIA for instance, explicitly
highlights their efforts to promote the commercialization of the neighbourhood:

We use our own money in an ongoing effort to draw more prospective customers to the area
by improving the attractiveness of the area and promoting it as a good place to shop, visit and
do business. (West Queen West BIA, Website, 2015).
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This is consistent with the rapid gentrification and beautification of that neighbourhood in recent
years. It also showcases that while BIAs are fundamentally an interdependent collective of all
participating business interests in a neighbourhood, each BIA ultimately decides for itself the
direction and means they will promote their neighbourhood.

4.3 Concluding Remarks
Kensington Market’s Pedestrian Sundays is a collaborative grassroots initiative that evolved
from a cycling activist project to promote pedestrianization, brief sponsorship from the city, into
a long-term, well organized community initiative managed by the neighbourhood’s businesses
and locals with assistance from the City of Toronto. The current organizers of the initiative are
an open group of neighbourhood activists, community planners and enthusiastic volunteers who
work to establish common goals for the initiative. The PSK subcommittee works closely with
local councillors and neighbouring communities to increase participation into the initiative and
encourage the vitality of the neighbourhood.

Kensington Market’s BIA should not be thought of as a catchall for the community to address all
problems that may arise, but it a strength that a neighbourhood so intertwined with its local
business culture can employ the BIA as a tool to mediate business-related concerns.
Coincidentally, many of the main debates of the neighbourhood are played out directly in the
realm of local businesses; the defence of long-standing local businesses, the concern for the lesssuccessful businesses struggling to compete with the trendier newcomers, and the tradition of
resistance to big-box commercial expansion into the market area. The BIA is best suited for
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planning Pedestrian Sundays, funding and organizing Kensington Market’s other street events
and festivals and relating concerns beyond their scope to city officials.

4.3.1 Recommendations
To improve the public participation of Pedestrian Sundays and enhance the community linkages
between event organizers, local businesses and residents, this report puts forth the following
recommendations for PSK organizers:

1. To further improve the public consultation of the initiative, organizers should prioritize
increasing community engagement efforts to Kensington Market residents. Common
complaints residents voiced about Pedestrian Sundays related to the temporary
disturbance the events cause; the volume of noise and pedestrian congestion of the main
streets. This presents a challenge to the BIA’s planning of Pedestrian Sundays as
Councillor Cressey’s survey revealed a minority of residents clearly feel disconnected to
the initiative. Anecdotally, several interviewees described the rates of participation and
satisfaction with residents has not changed substantially in recent years, however those
same factors have improved considerably with respect to local businesses (Interviews #1,
#2 & #4). Therefore, it is recommended that the BIA explore new methods to solicit
community participation from these currently non-participating residential populations, in
order to enhance the inclusivity and diversity of perspectives held by the initiative, as
well as to help ensure its continuance. Possible strategies to foster greater residential
participation may include the following four suggestions:
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a) Publicising greater volunteer street-clean up and preparation opportunities. Street
litter and event management issues were found to be a principle issue of complaint
from Cressey’s survey, and this could be addressed by extending the BIA’s
volunteering opportunities to have volunteers manage pedestrian flow, prevent
littering, and educate the public on the event and opportunities to assist with the
initiative.
b) An additional recommendation to increase voluntary residential participation in the
initiative could be to increase opportunities for residents to host yard sales on the
adjacent residential streets to the designated street closure areas on Pedestrian
Sundays. This would have the effect of expanding the event into the surrounding
community while encouraging informal participation of residents into the marketstyle spirit of the event, at no cost and minimal effort.
c) Special discounts to local businesses for Kensington Market’s residents could
promote local investment in the market on event days and foster intra-community
contact between residents and businesses.
d) Charity donations of food drives could also become involved in Pedestrian Sundays.
St. Stephen’s Community House on August Avenue is centrally located on one of the
streets closed for Pedestrian Sundays and is already open on Sundays. Collection bins
and association representatives or volunteers could be set up to incorporate the
community association into PSK.

2. The second major recommendation for event organizers of Pedestrian Sundays would be
to increase the number of community surveys and publicly publish the results. Annual
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surveys charting the progress and community reception after each Pedestrian Sundays
season would improve the transparency of the event’s planning and permit residents and
the wider public to be informed on the response to the initiative. The last official survey
conducted was Cressey’s 2016 survey, over three years ago, and had a relatively low
(although typical) response rate of 10% (Appendix C). New surveys gauging resident and
business reception of the event could be used to highlight concerns and praises of the
initiative. These revelations should be ranked in order to identify points where the PSK
can prioritize enhancements to community engagement; currently the recent Cressey
survey only included bullet-point lists of surveyed participants’ suggestions to improve
the initiative yet failed to relate what were the main concerns.

This report aims to contribute to a greater understanding and addresses the research gap on the
gentrification of Kensington Market and supports the notion of Pedestrian Sundays as a
successful community-planned initiative.
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Appendix A. Pedestrian Sundays in Kensington Market Additional Photographs

Figure A.1
Pedestrian activity
on South end of
Augusta Avenue &
Bellevue Park

(Mitchell, 2019)

Figure A.2
Street activity on
Augusta Avenue
(Mitchell, 2019)

Figure A.3
Street Intersection at Augusta
Avenue and Baldwin Street
(Mitchell, 2019)

Figure A.4
Street
Blockade and
Parked
Bicycles on
North end of
Augusta
Avenue
(Mitchell,
2019)

Appendix B. Sample Interview Guide and Questions

Interview with Kensington Market Action Committee (KMAC)
-

KMAC (Kensington Market Action Committee) describes their association as one that is occupied
with “looking out for the interests of both residents and businesses in Kensington Market”.

Introductory Questions
Can you briefly describe the duties of your profession?
How long have you held this position?
Are you currently or have you ever been a resident of the Kensington Market neighbourhood?
How did you first learn of the Pedestrian Sundays initiative?
Are you, or were you previously ever, involved in it at any capacity?

Pedestrian Sundays Process: Familiarity with the initiative?
Why was the initiative started in the first place?
Where was the location of the car-free streets chosen (e.g. which streets)?
Who was involved?
Was there one or a few key individuals that first organized the initiative?
What were the aims and limitations?
Was funding needed for the initial plan? How much was allocated and how was this determined?
Is funding still needed?
Do you consider the initiative as a form of investment in any way, for the neighbourhood?
How did interested parties behind the initiative first come together?
Were discussions open to the public or limited to certain locals?
Success of Initiative
Has the Pedestrian Sundays events influenced the popularity or use of the market?
How has the initiative changed, if at all, from its origin in 2003?
Who oversees the initiative now?
What level of local residential and businesses involvement is there in the planning initiative?
Are locals generally satisfied with the initiative?
Has it made the streets safer (i.e. reduction in any criminal activity)?
Has the initiative resulted in an increase in business for the market?
What would you say is the typical pedestrian turnout of the average Pedestrian Sundays?
Has the decision to close the street off from motorist traffic resulted in any complications for
locals (e.g. Driving to work, emergency vehicles, supply and delivery vehicles)?
How strictly enforced is the Pedestrian Sundays initiative?
Concluding Questions
What would you change to the initiative if you could alter any part of it?
Can you see similar projects being implemented anywhere else in Toronto? Why or why not?

Appendix C. Pedestrian Sundays in Kensington Market, Councillor Joe Cressy Office,
Survey Study
Survey Information: In January 2016, approximately 900 surveys were delivered to businesses
and residents in Kensington Market (area bounded by Bathurst-College-Spadina-Dundas):
86 surveys were returned (n=86, 9.5% response rate): 39 Residents and 47 Businesses returned
surveys

Appendix D. Sample Combined Letter of Information and Consent Form

Project title: Revisiting the reclaimed street: An analysis of Kensington Market’s Pedestrian

Sundays’ initiative as an exercise in community participation
Principal Investigator: Ryan Mitchell (Supervisor: John Meligrana Associate Professor, MCIP,

RPP)
Sponsorship: None
Invitation to Study: You have been invited to participate in the research study. The purpose of

this research is to speak to community members and neighbourhood association representatives
in order to receive their perspective on the planning of Pedestrian Sundays in Kensington
Market. This interview will serve to inform the research on several issues, including the origin of
the Pedestrian Sundays initiative, and the process that takes place to implement it. Coding and
thematic grouping will reveal the extent of the initiative’s foray into sustainable neighbourhood
planning.
Purpose of Study and Participant Information:

The semi-structured stakeholder interview questions will aim to assess whether local businesses
acted as stakeholders throughout the planning process. In order to draw conclusions on the
successes of the Pedestrian Sundays initiative in responding to concerns of the initiative’s impact
on their businesses, your descriptions and opinions in this interview will directly inform the
research. The interview should take no longer than 1 hour, and I will not be conducting followup studies using this information. There are no known risks or direct benefits to your
participation in the study.
Participation is voluntary and you can decline to participate in the research or any aspect of the
research at any time without penalty. Your signature below indicates that you understand that
your participation is voluntary and that you are free to withdraw at any time. You are not obliged
to answer any questions that you find objectionable or which make you feel uncomfortable.
Data Collected:

An audio recording device will be used and identifying information (i.e. your name) will be
collected. Please complete the following permission to for the researcher to audio record the
interview and to use quotes generated from interview:
I grant the researcher permission for the collection of audio/video recording/use of quotes:
☐ Yes or ☐ No (Please tick only one box)
The interview data will be stored on a password-protected computer at Queen’s University and
destroyed after 5 years. Only the researcher and supervisor will have access to this data during

and after its collection. Any identifiable information files will also be destroyed after 5 years of
storage on a password-protected computer at Queen’s University. Your signature below
indicates that you understand these provisions around confidentiality and anonymity.
Research results may be presented in an open access publication relevant to the digital library
community. This open access publication of the report to the digital library community would
include the identifiable information of your name, and your participation in this study as a
contact that has been interviewed. The Queen’s University General Research Ethics Board
(GREB) may access the data for quality assurance purposes. There are no plans to share this
research with other researchers or to link participant data with other databases of information.
Participants can withdraw the data they have provided during and after the study. The provisions
for this process involve contacting the Principal Investigator (contact information provided
below) with a request to withdraw, at any time before 05/31/2019. This deadline has been drawn
to reflect the expected date of completion and submission of this research project.
Consent Process

The research is incorporating both in person and over the phone, as the researcher is based in
Kingston, while the stakeholders being interviewed are based in Toronto. Consent for this
interview process will be obtained one of two ways:
1) If the interview is being conducted in person, the signature and date of participants or
their substitute decision-maker/legally authorized representative will be taken. The
signature and date of the person conducting the informed consent discussion will also be
taken. Participants will have the opportunity to have their questions answered, they have
been provided a copy and have returned a copy to the researcher.
2) If the interview is being conducted over the phone, verbal consent will be requested and

recorded in the interview. And electronic copies of the signature and date of participants
or their substitute decision-maker/legally authorized representative will be taken.
Participants will have the opportunity to have their questions answered, they will be
provided a copy and have returned a copy to the researcher.

If participants have any questions about the research study, they are able to contact the researcher
and/or supervisor of this research (contact information for both listed below). If you have any
ethics concerns, please contact the General Research Ethics Board (GREB) at 1-844-535- 2988
(Toll free in North America) or chair.GREB@queensu.ca. Call 1-613-533-2988 if outside North
America. Please note that GREB communicates in English only.
You have not waived any legal rights by consenting to participate in this study. Your signature
below indicates that you are aware that you may contact the principle investigator, or the General
Research Ethics Board if you have any questions, concerns or complaints about the research
procedures. Please keep a copy of this letter for your records.

Principal investigator: Ryan Mitchell
Master of Planning (MPL) Candidate 2021
Queen's University: School of Urban and Regional Planning
Department of Geography and Planning
307 University Ave Kingston, ON K7L 3R3
Office: 647-806-3184
Supervisor: John Meligrana
Associate Professor
Queen's University: School of Urban and Regional Planning
Department of Geography and Planning
Office: 613-533-6000 ext. 77145
Email: john.meligrana@queensu.ca
General Research Ethics Board Chair at 613-533-6081 or email: chair.GREB@queensu.ca
Name: ___________________________
Date: ____________________________
Signature: ________________________

